
 

 

Campbelltown Camden DCC 
Men’s Cricket 

Round 7 v Sutherland 
1st Grade – Two Day format 

Grades 2-5 – One Day Matches 
 
Campbelltown Camden District Cricket Club 1st Grade travelled to Sutherland for the Round 
7 fixture of the Sydney Cricket Association. The Ghosts lost the toss on the hard wicket of 
Glen McGrath Oval at Caringbah and the home side elected the bat. Sutherland immediately 
took advantage of the conditions including the fast outfield.  
 
Unfortunately the Ghosts were without regular captain Scott Coyte who had joined the 
Sydney Thunder for T/20 Representative duty. Sadly Coyte will be missing for the next two 
months. 
 
Former international Phil Jacques played beautifully along with his Captain Matt Hughston 
 scoring 77 and 86 respectively to put Sutherland on their pathway to 6 declared for 399. 
 
Overnight the Ghosts were 1 for 9 with last week’s centurion Josh Clarke back in the shed.  
It was left to Ryan Gibson 91 and Brad Maguire 55 the following day to give the Sutherland 
side a scare. However, in the end the Ghosts finished well short all out for 260. 
 
The Ghosts First Grade remain in the top six sharing 3rd position. 
 
The 2nd Grade total of 9/196 from their allocated overs was not enough on Raby 1 and was 
chased down by the visitors with four overs to spare. The Ghosts started well with opening 
batsmen Jaidyn Simmons (47 runs) and Michael Baker (45 runs) getting the locals away to 
a positive start. However, it was only Nicky Craze who impressed throughout the rest of the 
batting order scoring 37 not out. 
 
Sutherland were on the back foot early with Nathan Hyll (2/51) and Chris Inger (2/43) 
taking early wickets, however it was not enough as Sutherland passed the Ghosts 5/197. 
 



 

 

3rd Grade batted first on Sutherland Oval and their total of 8/184 was again surpassed by 
Sutherland who lost 4 wickets on their way to finishing with 185. Jordan Browne and PJ De 
Zoysa both scored 41 runs with skipper Anthony George chipping in with 33 in the middle 
order. 
 
4th Grade flew the flag for the Ghosts at home on Raby 2. Sent in by Sutherland the locals 
posted 6-227 after Reece Nikitaras played a well-controlled innings of 64. Some 
tremendous hitting from Tom Johnson followed. Once settled at the crease, Tom pommelled 
the attack to all parts of the ground for quick 52. 
 
Skipper Jamie Malsaikitis was the pick of the bowlers in the afternoon session. The veteran 
left armer took 4/40 whilst being well supported by Mitchell Taylor who snared 2/37. 
Sutherland were dismissed for 175 and the Ghosts took the points to remain in 4th position 
on the ladder. 
 
Batting first 5th Grade made 207 on the picturesque Tonkin Oval on Gunnamatta Bay. 
Ingleburn’s Braedyn Evans scored runs once again making 62. Mark Richardson 36 and 
Michael Strong 32 also contributed. In what was to turn out to be a tough afternoon for the 
Ghosts, Sutherland accumulated 208 runs for the loss of no wickets. 
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